Innovate to thrive
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business information service
market in Australia
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Introduction

A broad spectrum of Australian professional services rely
on regulated government data, held by authorities such as
ASIC, AFSA and State Title Offices, in order to fulfil their
professional obligations and complete their work. This need
to quickly and easily access a multitude of regulated data
sources has given rise to an entire industry of Regulated
Business to Business (B2B) Information Service vendors
responsible for the procurement, packaging and distribution
of this data type. Deloitte conducted research into the
Regulated B2B Information Services Market in Australia, in
order to understand what has changed over the years and
what is likely to change. Six key themes have emerged:
1. Technological disruption
2. Shifting customer requirements
3. Trends in regulated searches
4. The potential effects of registry privatisation
5. The open data movement
6. Possible changes in competitive landscape.
To formulate these perspectives, Deloitte has conducted
interviews with both internal and external sources including
domestic and global market participants, information
service users, members of government and broader
stakeholder groups, as well as an analysis of global and
Australian market and political trends.

Technological disruption

Historically professional services firms were
required to request regulated information in
person by ‘physically walking down to the office’1
of the relevant authority. The impracticality of this
arrangement led to the use of information brokers
to whom manual processes could be outsourced,
allowing retrievals to be performed more efficiently
and cost effectively on behalf of busy professionals.
From these origins, information services vendors
have evolved dramatically, particularly across the last
decade. Nowadays less customers request documents
by phone; instead information services vendors
automatically process these requests through web
connected software platforms in real time. Advances
in technology have also led to the digitisation of large
amounts of government registry data, allowing many
regulated data types to be accessed with a single
click. Whilst a significant volume of government
document retrieval processes are still manual,
information services vendors have built digital
interfaces to receive and aggregate client requests
and optimise retrieval efficiency. Whilst many search
types may still involve a behind the scenes manual
process, the user experience is completely digital.
In parallel to the evolution of the broker channel,
many government agencies have developed their
own online direct channel search portals, such as
ASIC with ASIC Connect. Businesses now have the
choice of going directly or through an information
broker. However, despite the existence of a less
expensive direct channel, over 85% of all regulated
searches are conducted using an information broker2.
Customers seem to not only prefer broker offerings,
but are willing to pay a premium to use them3. This
has led to a fundamental shift in value from the
storage and archival of data, to the efficient retrieval,
packaging, distribution and dissemination of data, in
some cases even into insight.
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Information service providers have the capacity to
aggregate data from disparate sources and make
it simpler to not only retrieve data across multiple
registries, but to interpret and understand the
connections between the different data types.
As stated by one interviewee, ‘a one stop shop
saves us a lot of time, which is very important
in our line of work.’4 The added benefit of this
functionality is the ability to see relationships
between data sources and therefore, aid in the
formation of a clearer whole view.

Shifting customer requirements

As government data continues to move toward digital
formats, value creation in the context of information
service providers will continue to shift away from its
origins in business process outsourcing, to automated
technology platforms and software enabled solutions.
Initial software offerings within the Regulated B2B
Information Services Market were freestanding,
meaning that there was little connectivity to other
software and that users had to manually copy
the information retrieved into other systems and
documentation. Vendors are now increasingly adding
value to their clients by integrating search software
with clients’ management systems and document
templates. This system integration adds value to
customers through reduced data entry, predictive
search query population, and even feeding retrieved
data into client document templates. In addition
to requiring improved workflow efficiency through
system integration, many customers are now seeking
analytics and visualisation tools to better interpret the
raw data retrieved.
A quick customer pulse survey undertaken by our
team identified the top five most valued features for
information services vendors, shown below. System
Integration was found to be the single feature most
valued by customers, with only one item in the top
five being largely independent of vendor technology
(customer service). A continued focus on reducing
costs and removing workload from busy professional
was the key driver.

System integration

83%

Speed and reliability

50%

Customer service

50%

Data tools/visualisation

50%

User friendly interface

33%
Figure 1. Customer responses to ‘most valued’ features of their
Information Service provider.

‘System integration was
the biggest selling point
for us’
Based on the above results, it seems apparent that
technological enhancements are key considerations
for customers the within the domain of Information
Services and that those market competitors who fail to
make integration a core competency are likely to lose
market share into the future.
Another consideration which was not evident in the
survey results is the trend away from simple document
retrieval, towards value added reports. This is certainly
the case in credit reporting, where authority searches
are often triangulated against proprietary data
collected by vendors directly. The absence of this
feature as a customer priority could imply that this has
moved from a source of differentiation to a baseline
requirement to compete in the marketplace. Thus there
potentially exists a strong barrier to entry on this basis.

‘Workflow integration into
the cloud is something
clients are looking for as a
priority’

Observable trends in regulated searches

Activity in the Regulated B2B Information Services
Market is influenced by government policies, both at
federal and state level. Anti Money Laundering (AML)
legislation, introduced in 2006 has driven the need for
businesses to conduct additional regulated searches in
order to meet customer probity requirements5, whilst
the introduction of the Personal Property Securities
Register (PPSR) in 2012 has created an entirely new
register to record securities granted over property.
These federal examples demonstrate the ability of the
government to significantly expand the Regulated
B2B Information Services Market through policy. As
outlined below, adoption of this new information
source has been strong with 7.6 million chargeable
PPSR searches being conducted FY20156.
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Interestingly however, this enhanced compliance
environment does not necessarily translate into paid
search activity. As shown below, whilst total searches
of ASIC databases have increased by a CAGR of 6.6%
across FY2012-2015, chargeable ASIC searches have
increased at a much more modest CAGR of 1.8%
across the same span.
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Figure 2. Searches of PPSR register by year (Note: 2012 volume is
annualised based upon of 6 months of data)

Reduced barriers to the retrieval of data have
resulted in stricter regulation and legal obligations for
professional service industries by changing the meaning
of due diligence. There are now no excuses for lawyers
and accountants to not conduct a comprehensive
series of searches with respect to individuals and/
or companies involved in a legal matter. The fear of
industry professionals is that ‘if you disregard just one
document, you can be charged with negligence’7
thereby driving more thorough search habits.

ASIC Paid Searches (millions)
Figure 3. Total Search & Paid Search Volumes of ASIC Registers for
FY2012-2015

This pattern in the balance between paid and unpaid
regulated search has also been observed with respect
to title office data8. This suggests that whilst users may
be conducting more searches for compliance purposes,
they are not completely price insensitive. Given system
integration has also reduced the administrative burden
of conducting free searches it appears that customers
may now be able to satisfy their requirements by
triangulating data from multiple free searches.
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The potential impact of registry privatisation

The Federal Government announced in the 2015-16
Budget that it will undertake a competitive tender
process for operation of the ASIC registry9. In addition
the NSW Government has engaged JPMorgan to
conduct a scoping study on the potential sale of the
state’s Land and Property Information (LPI) registry,
whilst the Victorian and South Australian Governments
are believed to be weighing similar options10.
Privatisation of the operation of Government registries
would increase the likelihood of value added products
from these sources, as well as improved user interfaces
and direct to user offerings. Ownership of the registry
data is expected to be retained by Government and
information brokers would likely be protected through
two key mechanisms:

‘Privatisation of ASIC
will raise concern over
maintaining a level
playing field for market
participants’

1. The ACCC should prevent any private operator
from impeding competition by greatly inflating
prices or otherwise limiting access to Government
registry data
2. Information brokers would still be able to
differentiate their services by offering retrieval and
interpretation across multiple data sources, as well
as enhanced user system integration, workflow
management and visualisation tools.
Therefore, whilst the privatisation of Government
registries may result in some redistribution across the
industry value chain, the impact this would have upon
the Regulated B2B Information Services market is
unlikely to be extreme.

‘Whoever buys ASIC will
have deep pockets and
will want to do much
more’

Australian Government Department of Finance – Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) Registry – FAQs
Australian Financial Review, 1 December 2015, ‘NSW poised to kick off LPI sale, as other states mull options’
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The open data movement

There has been a push in recent years in the
European Union and the UK11 to improve data access
and make Government data free or available to the
public at near marginal cost. In Australia this type of
data is far more expensive. As a point of comparison,
a Company record in the UK costs just £1 whilst in
Australia a similar search is priced at $1812.
Whilst previously serving as Communications
Minister, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull described
ASIC paywalls as ‘regrettable’ and stated that ‘…as
a matter of principle, I don’t think the Government
should be charging the public for data.13 ’Robert
Hillard, National Managing Partner of Consulting
at Deloitte Australia notes the issue that arrives
from taking such an extreme data position – , ‘the
problem with governments giving data away for free
is that it implies the data has no value and provides
no revenue to support its ongoing curation.’
The Australian Government Public Data Policy
Statement, unveiled in December 2015, states
clearly that Australian Government entities will make
non-sensitive data open by default, heightening the
possibility of a change of Federal Government policy
in regard to authority search fees14. Therefore, it is
possible in the short to medium term that Federal
registries (such as those held by ASIC and AFSA)
could come under increased pressure to provide
registry data for free, or at short run marginal cost15.

So what would all this free access to data mean
for industry participants?
If regulated data was made freely available in
Australia this would make conducting searches
through information services vendors appear
less attractive. This would likely put downward
pressure on brokerage fees and likely reduce
the proportion of searches through the broker
channel. Interestingly however, Hillard observes
that in the UK the broker channel has survived as
‘a place remains for intermediaries to charge for
the curation and integration of this Open Data’.
This also holds true because to high volume
professional users, Open Data isn’t free. Open
Data still comes at a cost of the time and resources
required to retrieve it and make it useful – Hillard’s
‘curation cost’. It seems that companies are willing
to pay for services which improve efficiency and
reduce their other costs in this respect, even when
the source data is free. It is expected that the
Regulated B2B Information Services Market would
be remain active and resilient even in a scenario
where open government data was the norm.

This scenario seems far less likely in the context of
State & Territory based authorities, such as land
title registries. As the national benefits of opening
these data sources may not be distributed in a way
which reflects the proportional revenue foregone by
each individual State or Territory, obtaining buy-in
across all jurisdictions could prove difficult. This is
reminiscent of the fragmented environment within
Europe and the 20 year journey of the European
Union towards an Open Data model16. This also
serves to prove that whilst such change may take
time, it is not impossible – even across lingual,
cultural, and national boundaries.
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Possible changes in competitive landscape

One of the risks for participants in any data rich
industry is the potential entry of a mega-tech
company with the depth of resources and capabilities
to successfully disrupt current business models.
A tech giant with an open source data model could
enter the Regulated B2B Information Services market
to drive search volume, monetised through search
advertising rather than brokerage fees.
Whilst the scale of the Australian market may not
be sufficient to rank as a strategic priority for the
handful of companies possible of such an entry,
there does appear to be an unmet need for a central
source of company information for businesses
trading globally17. Therefore, as part of a broader
global agenda to unify company information, such
a move is plausible.
The argument against such an entry also has merit.
Given the amount of value being added by current
vendors through workflow improvement, a free
search model may not gain traction with high
volume commercial clients without comparable
system integration. As stated previously, free may
not be enough if the free alternative compromises
efficiency. As enterprise services frequently require
significant tailoring and customer support to be
optimised for client use, such integration may
be outside the core competencies of mega-tech
companies more accustomed to building
freestanding web-based platforms. This could
raise barriers of entry too high to justify competing
in this space given the scale of the opportunity in
global terms.

‘The best chance of
survival is to build
something a mega-tech
company wants’

Deloitte Customer Analysis 2016
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‘A market of less than a
billion is unlikely to gain
attention. They would
need to look at this from
a global perspective’

Synopsis
Through our observations of the Australian Regulated B2B Information
Services Market we found that this industry is about much more than
simple document retrieval. The capability of vendors to improve client
experience and efficiency is not only a key centre of value creation within
this industry but also critical to sustained success in the marketplace.
Whilst certain risks exist for current participants with respect to government
policy, continued customer centred data innovation is likely to provide the
industry with resiliency against these potential shifts.
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